The soft-x-ray appearance potential spectra were measured for La and Ce in the 0-1400-eV range. The 3d and 4dspectra exhibited prominent structure, which is discussed along with x-ray absorption and emission data. The excited electron and the core hole interact strongly, and there is evidence for additional interaction with the projectile electron. The two-density-of-states model of Wendin seems promising for explaining the spectra, but it must be extended to allow for the interaction of the projectile electron with the excited atom. The effects of oxidation are described. The soft-x-ray appearance potential spectra were measured for La and Ce in the 0-1400&V range. The jd and 4d spectra exhibited prominent structure, which is discussed along with x-ray absorption and emission data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Soft-x-ray appearance potential spectroscopy (SXAPS) has been developed for studying the electronic configuration and composition of solid surfaces. Briefly and an interpretation based on the results from SXA and bremsstrahlung isochromat experiments. We point out some similarities between the SXA and SXAPS techniques which we feel are responsible for the rather simple relationship between the measured results of the two techniques. We also discuss the effects of contamination on the spectra of these reactive metals.
II. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
In a typical SXAPS experiment, x-ray fluorescence of a target material is excited by electron bombardment.
A wire mesh at ground potential electrically isolates the electron source and target from the detection apparatus. The x rays from the target pass through the mesh and strike a photocathode. The resulting photoelectrons are collected by a positively biased pin. This current is then measured as the electron beam energy is swept through the region of threshold excitation for a particular core level. Since the total x-ray yield, and thus the photocurrent, is the sum of the intense bremsstrahlung continuum and the weaker characteristic x rays due to radiative decay of the core hole, a derivative of the total yield is often mea-sured to enhance the abrupt stx ucture in the threshold region. This derivative can be obtained using the potential modulation technique" as was done here, or numerically, " when the signal-tonoise ratio permits.
The vacuum system" was based on two 1--in. 2 crosses and one tee. It We also can understand to some extent the resemblance of du/dE to the SXAPS spectrum. For high incident-electron energies, the inelastic scattering probability for electrons in a solid often is described using a dielectric description of the solid. 4 (Fig. 6) (Fig. 6 ).
Qur spectrum is very similar to the 34, spectrum of Ba, ' which is formed by a weak step followed by a dispersionlike structure some 6 eV to higher energy. The x 10 ' Torx. The middle curve is from an early evRpox'Rtlon Rnd shows R deflQlte asymmetry ln the negative peak, which may be attributed to the appearance of an additional shoulder in the total yield at slightly higher energy. In the lomer curve of Fig. 10 The lower arrows show the peak posltlons for absorption measurements. 2 The noise is about the width of the line. film exposed to oxygen at a pressure of 10 ' Torr for about 1 h. The spectrum is similar to tha. t for clean Ce with the exception of the additional structure in the negative portion of both the M, and M4 peaks. The first group of structures in each spectrum corresponds to the excitation of the 3d, &, level, the second to the excitation of the Sd,~, level, similar to La. The SXA spectrum of Ce differs max'kedly from that of its oxides" but multiplet structures are present in both. On This idea is supported by the N~, region (Fig. 11) which shows a broad main peak without the highenergy minimum which is characteristic of the contaminated films (Fig. 7) . We observed this same transformation of the Ce N4, fine structure in an earlier study using a different piece of Ce, but cut from the same batch as the present evaporant. 
